
Remember Gulag
“Those that fail to learn from history are 
doomed to repeat it” - Winston Churchill 
 
Conditions at the Gulag are brutal - it’s hell 
on earth. One hand gesture can send you to 
that hell, but one plan can help you escape.

Remember Gulag is available with dual RTP setup at 
96.08% and 94.37% (DX1). 
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Propaganda Bet
xWays 
xNudge Wild
xSplit Wilds & Wilds
Scatter
Gulag Spins
Oligarch Status: Achieved
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Game Information
Math 

Total RTP %  96.08% / 94.37%

RTP Main Game:  59.06% 
RTP Bonus:  37.02% 
Volatility:    Extreme (10) 
Hit frequency:   22.56%

Win (simulated from 10 billion spins)

Max payout:  30 000x (~1 in 17M rounds)
Win 100x bet: 1 in 1014 spins
Free spins:  1 in 211 spins 

Information  

Game ID:  RememberGulag 
   RememberGulagDX1
Technology:  HTML5
Resolution: Optimized for 1280x720px, 16:9
Devices:   Mobile & desktop
Languages: 24
Currencies: 100+
Bonus mode:  Yes
Min bet:  0.20 EUR
Default bet*: 1.00 EUR
Max bet:  100 EUR

* Configurable within range of min/max bet. 

Game Features
Propaganda Bet
Increase the base bet by 20% to go after the Gulag Spins. 
Buttons are there to be pressed - expect a more harsh, 
but less rewarding base game, with a higher chance 
of triggering Gulag Spins. Also guranteed that reel 5 is 
unlocked during Propaganda Bet.

xWays
During the main game, the xWays® symbol can appear on 
reels 1-2, and on reels 5-6 during the Gulag Spins bonus 
feature. The properties of the xWays symbol range from 
revealing regular symbols to doubling multiplier values.

xNudge Wild
During both the main game and the Gulag Spins bonus 
mode, xNudge Wild® Symbols can land on reel 3-4. As 
usual, a stacked Wild symbol will always nudge till fully 
visible. Each nudge will increase the wild myltiplier by 1. 
When xSplit Wild® splits an xNudge Wild, it will add one 
more Wild to that reel. 

xSplit Wilds & Wilds
Regular Wild symbols can appear on all six reels. The 
xWays symbol multiplier will be increased for each split 
when xSplit Wilds splits xWays symbols. The features 
range from multipliers to transforming and expanding 
symbols.

Gulag Spins
Gulag Spins are triggered when three or more Scatter 
symbols appear on the screen. A setup spin will be 
triggered before the bonus mode begins, determining the 
number of spins and the win multiplier that each of the 
four highest paying character symbols will earn. Before 
the Gulag Spins begin, one of the character symbols will 
be randomly picked and activated during the bonus mode. 
Landing four Scatter symbols triggers the “Gulag Spins: 
All Aboard” mode, while landing five initiates the “Gulag 
Spins: Double Vodka” mode, which doubles all symbol win 
multipliers.

Oligarch Status: Achieved
The max payout of the game is 30000 times the base bet

Nolimit Bonus - Feature Buy Functionality
Buy your way straight into one of the different bonus
features, ranging from 78x to 486x the base bet.
 
* The Nolimit Bonus feature may however be removed in 
some regulated markets.
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